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Can you stop, just to see, the world around if just
briefly
And do you know what you do not need, if presented to
you blindly
Surface comes and surface goes, still life is full of
woes
An outside eye will be our guide to take our minds back
from this ride

Spitting fire, burning my air, the terms of my
consciousness is
Causing me to stare, Were running away cause the
stakes
Aint no game, the price there is to pay it drives us
insane

Sources are, more and more, the causes that drive us
Towards our wars The demons inside, inflicting our
minds, 
Stir-ring up idleness of all kinds it's driving us mad
when it's
Not in our hands so we turn to our earth and it makes
us so glad
The fire that burns, a dent in our heads, churning up
these
Thoughts that make us do it again

Spitting fire, burning my air, you know my
consciousness
Is causing me to stare Were running away cause the
stakes
Aint no game, the price there is to pay it drives us
insane
Spitting fire, it's drying me out, I'm asking for a hand
as I
Fall to the ground Spitting fire, you do not know,
without
The earth in my hands my life cannot flow

The stu tails bring the fire, the shit that gets you higher
If you don't know us, said you're just a passer byer
Cause Our music, the rhythms, is driving you insane
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And when you don't have it, it's withdrawal blame
For the problems you face, when they got no cure
So why do you question this music when you don't
know you're not sure
You ask me, I'll tell you, said here's what I see
The stu tails bring the fire yea the shit that sets you
free
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